A generalized gradient approximation ͑GGA͒ for the exchange energy functional of relativistic manyelectron systems, including both a longitudinal and a transverse contribution, is presented. The resulting longitudinal exchange energies for atoms reproduce the corresponding exact values, obtained via the relativistic optimized-potential method, with the same accuracy that has been found for GGAs in the nonrelativistic context. In addition, it is shown that transverse contributions to the self-consistent exchange potential should not be neglected in the case of gradient-corrected functionals.
In recent years, density-functional theory ͑DFT͒ has developed into a rather powerful tool for the description of complex nonrelativistic many-electron systems. In particular, by using generalized gradient approximations ͑GGAs͒ for the exchange-correlation ͑xc͒ energy functional E xc ͓n͔ ͓1,2͔ substantial progress has been made towards achieving the accuracy required in quantum chemical applications ͓3,4͔. This type of functional corrects some of the well-known deficiencies of the local-density approximation ͑LDA͒, most notably the failure of the LDA to predict the ferromagnetic bcc ground state of metallic iron ͓5͔. While presently available GGAs still do not include important nonlocal contributions to the exact exchange-only ͑x-only͒ potential ͓6-8͔ ͑which are, e.g., responsible for its asymptotic Ϫ1/r behavior in the case of atoms, leading to a somewhat unsatisfactory description of electron affinities and ionization potentials͒, they are now starting to replace the LDA in applications, in particular, as the additional computational cost of GGAs is rather small.
The forms of all GGAs available to date are based on a combination of both rigorous and semiempirical information on nonrelativistic many-electron systems. Also, their applications are mainly restricted to the nonrelativistic domain of rather light atoms. However, for systems involving atoms with Zտ30, relativistic effects start to gain importance, not only in the kinetic but also in the xc energy ͓9,10͔. In the context of DFT the nonadditivity of relativistic and xc effects is mainly reflected by a relativistic modification of the functional dependence of E xc ͓n͔ on n. This is most easily seen for the relativistic LDA ͑RLDA͒, whose x-only limit is given by ͓11-15͔, and the longitudinal ͑Coulomb͒ and transverse ͑Breit ϩ•••) parts have been separated, E x ϭE x L ϩE x T ͑compare ͓16 -18͔͒. In ͑1͒ the relativistic correction ͑rc͒ has been written in the form of an rc factor ⌽ 0 L/T (␤), which simply multiplies the nonrelativistic LDA ͓plots of ⌽ 0 L/T (␤) can be found in ͓10,15͔͔. An analogous functional is obtained for the RLDA correlation energy ͓10,19͔, for which, however, the rc factor is only known numerically. Unfortunately, the relativistic corrections to atomic xc energies calculated on the basis of the RLDA are not very accurate: The exact relativistic contribution to the longitudinal x-only energy E x L , that is, the difference between E x L and the nonrelativistic
is underestimated by roughly 20-30% ͓10͔, while the transverse x-only energy E x T is overestimated by more than 50% ͓15,17͔. The situation is similar in the case of the correlation energy ͓10͔, for which, however, the absolute size of the corrections for atoms is rather small. Consequently, an accurate treatment of the relativistic xc energy requires nonlocal functionals. Focusing on the quantitatively more important x-only energy we present a relativistic GGA ͑RGGA͒, including both a longitudinal and a transverse component. By application to closed subshell atoms it is shown that this functional yields results comparable in quality to nonrelativistic GGAs. It thus allows an accurate DFT description of ground-state energies and energy differences in the relativistic domain.
Relativistic gradient corrections can be derived in a systematic fashion from the linear response of the relativistic homogeneous electron gas ͑RHEG͒ to a weak perturbing potential ͓18,20͔. For the xc contribution to the induced energy shift one finds
where ⌸ 00 (q 0 ϭ0,q) represents the static irreducible densitydensity response function of the RHEG (⌸ 00 (0) is its noninteracting limit͒ and current contributions have been neglected. The lowest-order gradient correction to the xc energy functional is then obtained by a long wavelength expansion of the response function,
subtraction of the LDA part of ␦E xc LR and subsequent Fourier transformation. Restriction to the x-only limit, i.e., the first order in e 2 , yields
where C x ϭ10/81. The superscript (k) denotes the order in e 2 of the individual coefficients and the dimensionless characteristic gradient is given by
The argument indicates that a first principles rc factor ⌽ 2 for the gradient correction could be obtained from the small-q expansion of the first-order response function ⌸ 00 (1) (0,q).
However, the small-q expansion of ⌸ 00 (1) (0,q) is not known to date; only the coefficient a (1) is available via the compressibility sum rule. Given the substantial amount of work that went into the calculation of its nonrelativistic limit ͓21-25͔, the evaluation of b (1) does not seem to be an easy task. Moreover, in the nonrelativistic case, it turned out that accurate results for atomic exchange energies were only obtained if the gradient coefficient C x in ͑10͒ was increased to roughly 0.25 ͓26,27͔. Similar semiempirical gradient coefficients are employed in the most widely used GGAs ͓1,2͔ ͑compare ͓8͔͒. Moreover, GGAs, which may be viewed as an effective partial resummation of the complete gradient expansion,
contain higher-order contributions in whose rc factors are not determined by Eq. ͑9͒, but rather by nonlinear response contributions.
In view of the very limited information on relativistic response functions we extend the concept of GGAs to the relativistic domain in a semiempirical way: We use a single rc factor for the complete gradient contribution in the RGGA ͑split into a longitudinal and a transverse component͒, which multiplies a given nonrelativistic GGA characterized by
For g() we consider two forms, the widely used GGA by Becke ͓1͔,
(dϭ0.2743) and a ͓2/2͔-Padé function ͑ECMV92͒ ͓6͔,
(A 1 ϭ0.3402, A 2 ϭ5.9955, B 1 ϭ27.5026, B 2 ϭ5.7728) in order to examine the interplay of g() and the rc factor ⌽ 2 L/T (␤). In particular, while the GGAs ͑14,15͒ show a similar dependence for intermediate and small , they differ in their large-behavior ͓6͔, i.e., in the region close to a ͑point͒ nucleus.
For ⌽ 2 L/T (␤) we make an ansatz in the form of a ͓2/2͔-Padé function,
whose parameters are then fitted to exact atomic ⌬E x L and E x T . While the first principles ⌽ 2 L/T calculated from ͑9͒ most likely also depend logarithmically on ␤ ͓similar to ⌽ 0 L/T (␤)͔, the forms ͑16,17͒ give the required ␤ 2 proportionality in the weakly relativistic limit (␤Ӷ1) and are sufficiently flexible to model the exact ⌽ 2 L/T (␤) for intermediate ␤Ϸ1 ͑see below͒. The functional form of the ultrarelativistic limit of the exact ⌽ 2 L/T (␤), however, is not known. Moreover, the high-density limit of any ⌽ 2 L/T (␤) to be used for atomic systems must be compatible with the large-behavior of g() in order to yield finite ground-state energies ͑a discussion of this issue is given in the Appendix͒. The forms ͑16,17͒, which approach a constant for large ␤, are chosen so that even for point nuclei with Z close to 137 both GGAs give finite results.
The parameters in ͑16͒ have been fitted to the exact ⌬E x L , which are obtained via the optimized-potential method ͑OPM͒ ͓28,10͔, for 17 closed subshell atoms ranging from He to Ra ͓30͔. To calculate ⌬E x L in the case of the GGAs we have used exact ͑R͒OPM densities, i.e., for any atom ͓and given g()͔ we evaluate ͑13,16͒ with the ROPM density and then subtract the corresponding nonrelativistic value calculated by insertion of the nonrelativistic OPM density into ͑12͒,
In this way a minimization of the percentage deviation of
) leads to the parameters given in Table I . The corresponding ⌽ 2 L (␤) are shown in Fig. 1 . As one might expect from the closeness of the parameters, the two curves for ⌽ 2 L (␤) are indistinguishable. We have also investigated the effect of using self-consistent ͑R͒GGA densities for the optimization procedure. While the precise parameters found in this way differ slightly from the values in Table I , the form of ⌽ 2 L (␤) is essentially unchanged. Moreover, the general form of ⌽ 2 L (␤) is rather similar to that of the exact rc factor for the gradient correction to the kinetic energy ͓29,18͔ also displayed in Fig. 1 .
In a similar fashion the parameters in ͑17͒ have been fitted to E x T (ROPM) found by insertion of ROPM spinors into the transverse Fock term ͓16,30,31͔ ͑for the same set of neutral atoms͒. By minimization of the percentage deviation of E x T (RGGA) from E x T (ROPM) we have found the parameters (a i T ,b i T ), given in Table I . The corresponding ⌽ 2 T (␤) are also plotted in Fig. 1 . Again the curves obtained for the two GGAs are very close to each other. The size of the correction factor is, however, appreciably larger than that of ⌽ 2 L (␤), in accordance with the fact that the error of the RLDA is larger for the transverse energies.
Our results are summarized in Tables II-VI and Figs. 2  and 3 . Before turning to an analysis of ⌬E x L and E x T , the nonrelativistic exchange energies obtained from the GGAs ͑14,15͒ by insertion of OPM densities are shown in Table II and compared with the corresponding OPM and LDA values ͑in all our calculations extended nuclei were employed ͓32͔͒. Also given are the average percentage and average absolute errors from the OPM standard ͑with respect to the 17 atoms listed͒. While the percentage error is somewhat more sensi- tive to the accuracy of the E x NRGGA for light atoms, the absolute error mainly reflects the accuracy for heavier atoms. Table II essentially serves to set a quality standard, which one wants to preserve in the relativistic domain. In particular, Table II demonstrates that the two GGAs yield rather similar results in spite of their different appearance. It should be emphasized that the small difference between the percentage deviations found for the two GGAs is not relevant for practical purposes. Table III gives ⌬E x L obtained from the RLDA and the two RGGAs evaluated with ͑R͒OPM densities via ͑6͒ in comparison with the ROPM standard. As expected from the agreement between the corresponding ⌽ 2 L , the two RGGAs yield very similar results. Moreover, the RGGAs impressively improve upon the RLDA: Both average errors are reduced by roughly two orders of magnitude and the average absolute error in ⌬E x L (GGA) is one order of magnitude smaller than that in E x NRGGA . This picture essentially persists if self-consistent ͑R͒GGA-densities are used for the evaluation of ⌬E x L (GGA). For example, for RB88 the percentage deviation rises to 0.71%, while the absolute error remains unchanged (␦ϭ9.3 mhartree͒. As a consequence the errors of the RGGAs in the total E x RGGA,L are nearly identical with their nonrelativistic counterparts: For RB88 one finds a percentage deviation of 0.10% and an absolute error of 109 mhartree.
It has been shown ͓8͔ that the very accurate reproduction of total atomic exchange energies by nonrelativistic GGAs is to some extent due to the cancellation of much larger local errors, e.g., visible in the exchange potential. The degree to which the accuracy of the RGGAs presented here is based on error cancellation is most directly seen by applying them to two-electron ionic systems: Averaged over the same set of nuclei as used in Table III this leads to deviations of 8.10% and 287 mhartree for ⌬E x L in the case of B88. While these errors are substantially larger than those found for the neutral atoms, with respect to which ⌽ 2 L has been optimized, they are still almost one order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding errors of the RLDA ͑57.57% and 1.281 hartree͒. We also remark that optimizing ⌽ 2 L with respect to twoelectron ions leads to rc factors that reproduce the ⌬E x L of these systems much more accurately, but at the price of enhanced errors for neutral atoms. i.e., the use of the nonrelativistic LDA functional in relativistic Kohn-Sham calculations, fortuitiously leads to somewhat smaller errors than the RLDA, the insertion of relativistic densities into nonrelativistic GGAs, i.e., a nonlocal extension of the Dirac-Fock-Slater approach, yields values for ⌬E x L , which, on the average, are 20% too large, so that the absolute errors are even larger than that of the RLDA. Gradient-corrected functionals definitively require relativistic modifications.
We have also examined whether the ͓2/2͔-Padé form ͑16͒ is sufficiently flexible to model ⌽ 2 L by alternatively using a ͓1/2͔-and a ͓3/3͔-Padé ansatz. While, on the basis of B88, the ͓1/2͔-Padé led to an average percentage error of 0.53% and an average absolute error of 15 mhartree, the ͓3/3͔-Padé did not significantly improve upon ͑16͒, indicating that the ͓2/2͔ form is sufficient for the present purpose.
The percentage rc to the longitudinal
obtained from the RGGAs for Hg is shown together with the corresponding ROPM and RLDA results in Fig. 2 . Comparing the RGGAs to the RLDA two features are apparent: Due to the more pronounced shell structure which the GGAs produce ͑already at the nonrelativistic level ͓7,8͔͒ the relativistic shifts of the individual shells become more pronounced and follow the ROPM standard more closely. However, in the vicinity of the nucleus ͑the nuclear radius of Hg is 0.000 13 bohr͒ the RGGA potential becomes more attractive than the RLDA potential. This region, however, has only little impact even on the 1S 1/2 orbital, whose r-expectation value for Hg is 0.0166 bohr. In any case, as in the nonrelativistic situation ͓7,8͔ the GGAs do not improve the potentials as much as the corresponding energies. A quantitative measure of the improvement are the resulting single-particle energies ͑indepen-dent of their auxiliary nature͒. As can be gleaned from Table  IV the eigenvalues obtained from RB88 ͑similar results are found for RECMV92͒ agree much better with the ROPM results than those from the RLDA, in particular for the innermost orbitals: For the 1S 1/2 -eigenvalue of Hg the RLDA error of 3 hartree is reduced to roughly 200 mhartree, i.e., by one order of magnitude. Furthermore, Table IV again shows that GGAs should not be used in relativistic DFT calculations without rc factors: The deviations of the eigenvalues obtained from GGAs without corrections are as large as those of the RLDA. Table V lists the transverse energies for neutral atoms calculated from ͑13,17͒ by insertion of ROPM densities in comparison with the corresponding RLDA and ROPM data. At first glance, the improvement over the RLDA achieved by the nonlocal functional ͑13͒ for the transverse contribution seems to be even more dramatic than that found for the longitudinal component. However, the extremely small deviations of 0.44% and 0.4Ϫ0.7 mhartree for neutral atoms are partially due to a fortuitious error cancellation: If one calculates E x T of the corresponding two-electron ions using the same ⌽ 2 T one ends up with an average percentage error of 3.84% and an average absolute error of 151 mhartree ͑see also the E x T for some Hg ions in Table VI͒ . Nevertheless, even these errors are more than one order of magnitude TABLE IV. Single-particle energies (Ϫ⑀ nl j ) for Hg from relativistic OPM calculations ͑ROPM͒ in comparison with self-consistent x-only LDA and GGA results without ͑NRLDA, NRB88͒, with longitudinal ͑RLDA, RB88͒ and with both longitudinal and transverse ͑RLDAϩT, RB88ϩT͒ relativistic correction factors ͑all energies are in hartrees ͓32͔͒. The reduced size of the transverse contributions, as compared with the RLDA, also manifests itself in the transverse x-only potential v x T , shown in Fig. 3 for Hg. As in the case of v x L the ͑weak͒ divergence of v x T close to the nucleus does not really affect the density. Note, however, that v x T becomes appreciable already for the L shell (Ϸ0.06 bohr͒. Without knowledge of the exact multiplicative x-only potential the relevance of this result is difficult to judge. It is, however, supported by the fact that the contribution of the individual orbitals to E x T is reproduced rather accurately by the RGGAs, as demonstrated in Table VI by a comparison with ROPM results for some Hg ions. In contrast to the RLDA, which overestimates the exact E x T of Hg 78ϩ by more than a factor of 2 ͑i.e., 9 hartree͒, the error of RB88 is no larger than 6%.
Table IV also shows the effect of including v x T on the single-particle spectrum of Hg. As expected, the eigenvalue of the 1S 1/2 orbital is substantially reduced ͑by roughly 9 hartree͒, but not as much as in the RLDA ͑17 hartree͒. The 2 P 3/2 eigenvalue also changes by about 1 hartree, and even the 3 P 3/2 eigenvalue experiences a 200 mhartree shift. In fact, these corrections are larger than those resulting from the relativistic modification of the longitudinal potential, i.e., the differences between RLDA and Dirac-Fock-Slater eigenvalues. This suggests that the transverse contributions should be treated self-consistently in the case of RGGAs, as, in contrast to the RLDA, for which the error introduced in this way is as large as the transverse correction itself, RGGAs seem to provide a reasonably accurate representation of E x T ͓n͔.
In summary, our results demonstrate that nonlocal x-only energy functionals like GGAs require a modification in order to preserve their accuracy in the relativistic domain. For GGAs this modification can be accurately represented via a simple rc factor by which their nonrelativistic gradient component g() is multiplied ͑together with utilizing the relativistic LDA as basis, of course͒. The form of this rc factor seems to be rather insensitive to the large-behavior of the gradient correction g(). Moreover, not only the longitudinal but also the transverse contribution should be included in the x-only potential used in relativistic Kohn-Sham calculations.
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APPENDIX: RGGA POTENTIAL IN THE VICINITY OF A POINT NUCLEUS: HIGH-DENSITY LIMIT OF ⌽ 2
The high-density limit of any semiempirical rc factor for a GGA must be compatible with the large-behavior of g(): In order to obtain a finite ground-state energy E tot the GGA potential must not diverge more strongly than 1/r in the vicinity of a point nucleus, as the evaluation of the ground-state energies requires an integration over n(r)v x RGGA (r) ͓33,29͔. In this respect it is important to notice that resorting to a finite nuclear size, which formally resolves this divergency problem, does not help in practice, as n(r) and v x RGGA (r) remain almost unchanged in the physically relevant regime outside the nucleus and thus spurious contributions to E tot could be produced in this regime if n(r)v x RGGA (r) becomes too large. It is thus necessary to analyze the consequences of the high-density behavior of ⌽ 2 for v x RGGA (r). Quite generally, both the longitudinal as well as the transverse RGGA potential is given by 
